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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to specify articulation
difference between native and non-native speakers by digitizing tongue
motions and analyzing the difference between utterances. Differences in
tongue motion directly influence speaker’s pronunciation, therefore it
may be possible to improve non-native speaker’s efficiency of pronunciation practice with the relevant feedback and visualization. It is necessary
for comparison of native and non-native speakers’ tongue motions to
that end, however, normalization is absolutely necessary to remove the
influence of anything except tongue motion before comparison, because
every person has a unique shape and size. In this paper, we use coronal
cross section of the tongue taken by ultrasound scanner to carry out the
following: first record the ultrasound of speaker’s tongue motion using
the corpus “The Boy Who Cried Wolf.” Then, sample tongue motion by
using a histogram of oriented gradients and Karhunen-Loeve expansion.
Next, apply eight prepared normalizations to tongue motions. Finally,
compare each tongue motion per frame via dynamic time warping and
correlation coefficient. The experimental result allowed us to compare
with speaker’s tongue motions in sentences which were recorded in different environments or by different speakers and to point out non-native
speaker’s speaking errors.
Keywords: Image Processing, Midsagittal Ultrasound Tongue Image,
Histogram of Gradients, Correlation Coefficient

1

Introduction

English is spoken all over the world and so it is important as a standard for
the global communication. Therefore, non-native speakers study English for second language. However, it is very hard to improve their speaking skill. Most of
them adopt the method of modeling our tongue and mouth motion on a native
speaker’s one by trial and error from detecting speaking error with their own
hearing. In other words, detecting their own speaking error depends on their or
someone’s hearing. If tongue motion is visualized, they should improve a speaking skill more efficiently.
The sectional tongue images which is taken by ultrasound, CT, or MRI are
used for visualization of tongue motion. Especially, a lot of papers refering to
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ultrasound have been advanced [1]. Transformation of tongue and mouth makes
various sounds. The tongue, especially, assumes an important role for speaking
and its shape is transformed greatly. For these reasons, there are many papers
such as the study of distinction of phonemes [2] [3] and the study of making
sounds by transforming artificial tongue and vocal tract [4]. Therefore, comparing tongue motion between native and non-native speakers makes this an
appropriate approach for non-native speakers to improve their speaking skill.
However, every person has a unique shape and size. In addition, an image capturing error affects a tongue image directly. It is impossible to compare between
tongue images without normalization.
Detecting someone’s speaking error requires sampling pure tongue motion
while extracting the influence of the environment and tongue shape. Under
the present condition, numeric data of tongue motion was completely separated by environment and subjects in midsagittal ultrasound tongue image space
(MUTIS). In this paper, therefore, our goal is developing the algorithm which
removes them influence from numeralized data. Under our research process, at
first, we obtain the ultrasound tongue image from participants who read out the
story “The boy who cried wolf”. Then, we plot tongue motion as 1872 dimension vectors in MUTIS with histograms of oriented gradients [5]. We use the K-L
expansion [6] to compress these vectors to 128 dimension vectors. Compressed
vectors are normalized by eight prepared methods. Next, we compare normalized
vectors with dynamic time warping (DTW) [7]. At this time, we apply correlation coefficient to the result of comparison and emphasize features of error.
Finally, we pick up the best normalization method from eight of them.
In this paper, at first, we describe the method of data correction and plotting
a tongue motion from ultrasound image to MUTIS. In addition, we list the
normalization methods, then report the result.

2

Method

The voice is formed from vowels that are produced by comparatively open configuration of the vocal tract and consonants that are articulated with completely
or partial closure. And, most changes in voice are caused by transformation of
the tongue above the vocal tract. Therefore, it is possible to classify the pronunciations via analyzing tongue trajectory in the vocal tract.
2.1

Data Collection

Through the data collection, participants ultrasound tongue images were videorecorded via the probe stabilization method [8]. The image ratio of width to
height is 4:3. The reason “The Boy Who Cried Wolf” [9] was used is that it
is widely known that the sentence keeps the balance of phonemes. Normally,
ultrasound tongue images are taken by transducer which is held to the speaker’s
jaw. However, these ultrasound tongue images are distorted because of hand
and jaw shake. Therefore, the original photographic device that is composed of
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Fig. 1: Recording Environment. 1. Ultrasound camera, 2. Corpus is shown on a
display, 3.Combination of helmets and transducer, 4. iMac for recording ultrasound movies.

a helmet and a transducer like the Fig.1, was used to solve the problem. The
device reduced unintentional transducer motion and distortion of images, and
tongue images became more accurate.
2.2

Extraction of tongue motions on MUTIS

The numeralization method that is based on Histogram of oriented gradients and
spectrum vector field [10] was used for capturing the tongue curve on ultrasound
tongue image. Before numeralization, the original image had unnecessary labels
along both the left side and the top side. (Fig.2(a)). It was necessary to remove
these labels to make pure ultrasound tongue images. Next, tongue images were
de-noised via median filter and log filter because, the high stationary noise that
occurs by the unevenness of ultrasound obstructs the detection of tongue edge
from images. The filtered image is written as
P (t) ∈ (i, j|n), i, j, n ∈ N,
0 ≤ i ≤ I − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ J − 1, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
Ix0 (t), Iy0 (t)

Two gradients
were made from one filtered image via a sobel filter
(Fig.2(b)). These gradients Px0 (t), Py0 (t) describe that the edge intensity Pe (t)
and edge angle Pα (t) are written as the following function.
Pe (t) = kPx0 (t) − Py0 (t)kL2
Pα (t) = tan−1

Py0 (t)
Px0 (t)

Then, images were segmented 20x15 block to create a histogram of the edge
angle for each block quantized 8-directions (Fig.2(c)). Combine 3x3 blocks with
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normalization for expressing partial tongue shape with the sum of edge intensities. Finally, integrate 13x18 blocks without margin blocks into 8x13x18 =
1872 vector fields for each frame, because it is impossible to combine 3x3 blocks
at margin cell. It takes an impractical amount of time to solve the similarity
with these 1872-dimension vectors. Therefore, the 1872-dimension vectors were
compressed via K-L expansion to create 128-dimension subspace.
Fig.3 shows three participant’s tongue trajectories via the previous method
in MUTIS. These three trajectory mean tongue trajectories from the start to the
end of the corpus. Fig.4 also shows the trajectories separated by words. From the
figures, participant’s tongue trajectories are separated completely in MUTIS. In
addition, the cumulative contribution ratio of dimension compression is about
70 percent and there is a high possibility that information lack distorted tongue
trajectory. In this figure, although points of MUTIS are classified by person,
shape of each trajectory by word is similar in each class. Thus, we assume that
it is possible to compare with only tongue trajectories with normalization.

2.3

Normalization of tongue trajectory

Our previous study [11] shows how the tongue trajectories are plotted in MUTIS
via the method in section 2.2. In conclusion of the study, MUTIS is affected by
not only pronunciation feature but also personal characteristics in the same
space. Therefore, it is essential to normalize distributions of tongue trajectory
from the utterance start point before getting similarity of tongue motion. In the
process of normalization, the mentioned 128-dimension vectors are written as
tongue motion
TAw (t) = (xAwt1 , xAwt2 , . . . , xAwt128 )T
where A is speaker, w is word, and t is time. In this paper, we prepared three
basic normalization methods and combined them into eight streams to normalize
tongue motions. The first basic normalization method (NM) is solved with the
following expression.
NAw (t) = PN

k=2

TAw (t)
TAw (1) − TAw (k)

In this method, tongue motions are normalized by calculating an average vector.
The second one (DL) is getting time subtraction vectors that is written as
∆TAw (t) = TAw (t) − TAw (t − 1)
The third one (KL) is using transformation to the principal axis via K-L expansion. Eight normalization streams are constructed from the combination of these
basic methods in order. The following Table,1 shows the constructed streams.
We applied them to tongue motions.
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DL
NM
DL → KL
N M → DL
KL → DL
N M → KL
N M → KL → DL N M → DL → KL
Table 1: Eight Normalization Streams

2.4

The calculation of tongue motions similarity

Dynamic time warping was used for getting similarity of tongue motions because,
there was time expansion on pronunciation for each word. This method is also
used for a voice matching system. The asymmetrical DTW was adopted in our
research and written as


D(t − 1, τ )
p
2
2
D(t, τ ) = LAw (t) − LBw (τ ) + min D(t, τ − 1)


D(t − 1, τ − 1)
where D is accumurated distance, A and B are participants, w is word, t and τ
are time, and LAw (t) and LBw (τ ) are normalized tongue motions.
2.5

Correlation coefficient for error detection

In the case of comparisons with a non-native speaker and native speakers, correlation coefficient can be used for detecting common speaking errors from them. In
addition, high correlation coefficient may show that the normalization method
indicates more accurate common speaking errors. Therefore, correlation coefficient is barometer of finding the best normalization method.The correlation
coefficient C is written as
t+7
X

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

i=t−7

v
Ct = v
|t = 8, 9, . . . , n − 7
u t+7
u t+7
uX
uX
t
(xi − x̄)2 t
(yi − ȳ)2
i=t−7

i=t−7

where n is number of tongue trajectory frames, t is current frame, x, y are local
distances of comparison speaker’s tongue trajectory through DTW, and x̄, ȳ are
average of them.

3
3.1

Experimentation
Experimental environment

In experimentation, one English learner of Japanese, and two natives of English
recited the story “The boy who cried wolf” and their ultrasound tongue images
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were recorded. The ultrasound camera was Toshiba PVQ-381A. The transducer
Famio-8 connected to it through DV converter CanopusADV-700. iMac was
used for video recording with 30 frames per second. The recorded video size of
width to height was 720:480. After removal of unnecessary labels by cropping the
image, image size became 640:480. We omitted a detailed explanation of sound
recording environment because, our experiment did not demand sound data.
3.2

Corpus

The story keeps the balance of phonemes in “The Boy Who Cried Wolf”. It
means that all sounds are necessary to speak this story, in other words, nonnative speaker’s weak point of pronunciation would certainly occur. Therefore,
in this paper, we used the first five sentences from “The Boy Who Cried Wolf.”
Sentence 1
There was once a poor shepherd boy who used to watch his flocks in the
field next to a dark forest near the foot of a mountain.
Sentence 2
One hot afternoon, he thought up a good plan to get some company for
himself and also have a little fun.
Sentence 3
Raising his fist in the air, he ran down to the village shouting ”Wolf, Wolf.”
Sentence 4
As soon as they heard him, the villagers all rushed from their homes, full
of concern for his safety, and two of his cousins even stayed with him for a
short while.
Sentence 5
This gave the boy so much pleasure that a few days later he tried exactly
the same trick again, and once more he was successful.
We obtained the similarity of tongue trajectory from start to end for each sentence.
3.3

Comparison of eight normalization streams

Our purpose is to find the method that treats only tongue trajectory to compare speakers. Consequently, we have to describe how the best normalization
works. The ideal normalization must show that similarity between native speakers’ tongue trajectory is high and similarity between non-native and each native
speakers’ one is equivalent. This assumes that native speakers speak with equivalent pronunciation. Therefore, almost the same difference occurs between them
and non-native speaker’s one. This estimation presupposes that native speakers
are from the same region and their tendency of accent is the same. In addition,
DTW has similarity as an accumulation distance of tongue motion gap. In other
words, a high similarity means that an accumulation distance is low. With the
above in mind, in Table.2, NM→KL and DL→KL streams follow the ideal normalization. Therefore, these two normalizations are suitable for the comparison.
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Sentence 1
Sentence 2
Sentence 3
A:B
B:C
C:A
A:B
B:C
C:A
A:B
B:C
C:A
9.14299 10.3628 10.7264 7.51989 7.24127 8.15609 1.91515 5.25169 5.92162
7.43926 7.46136 8.38080 5.87846 5.43959 6.91317 2.42108 4.67287 5.44039
0.00144 0.00106 0.00143 0.00123 0.00080 0.00119 0.00071 0.00052 0.00059
0.00217 0.00165 0.00225 0.00187 0.00115 0.00176 0.00115 0.00084 0.00096
0.00176 0.00135 0.00176 0.00155 0.00087 0.00155 0.00089 0.00072 0.00065
7.43926 7.46136 8.38080 5.87846 5.43959 6.91317 2.42108 4.67387 5.44039
0.00176 0.00135 0.00171 0.00155 0.00087 0.00151 0.00089 0.00072 0.00065
0.00217 0.00168 0.00221 0.00187 0.00115 0.00176 0.00115 0.00084 0.00096
0.00144 0.00110 0.00144 0.00123 0.00080 0.00119 0.00072 0.00052 0.00059
Sentence 4
Sentence 5
Stream
A:B
B:C
C:A
A:B
B:C
C:A
None
9.16012 10.6057 11.9748 8.69147 2.05053 9.05096
DL
6.74165 8.98707 11.2731 7.46197 2.18722 8.11911
DL→KL
0.00207 0.00152 0.00214 0.00155 0.00137 0.00164
KL→DL
0.00315 0.00234 0.00316 0.00242 0.00213 0.00238
NM
0.00289 0.00185 0.00300 0.00200 0.00173 0.00203
NM→DL
6.74165 8.98797 11.2731 7.46197 2.18722 8.11911
NM→DL→KL 0.00289 0.00185 0.00300 0.00200 0.00173 0.00203
NM→KL→DL 0.00315 0.00234 0.00316 0.00249 0.00189 0.00238
NM→KL
0.00207 0.00152 0.00214 0.00156 0.00120 0.00164
Table 2: Determination of Most Effective Normalization Stream. A is English leaner of
Japanese. B and C are natives of English. DL→KL and NM→KL streams follow the
nearest ideal normalization.
Stream
None
DL
DL→KL
KL→DL
NM
NM→DL
NM→DL→KL
NM→KL→DL
NM→KL

3.4

Discussion

Correlate coefficient was used for selecting best normalization method from previous streams. Fig.5 shows correlate coefficient and result of compasion through
the sentence 1. Blue and red lines are comparison of non-native speaker and native speakers, yellow one is correlate coefficient between red and blue line, and
green one is products of blue and yellow line. DL→KL stream shows that green
line is always below 0.2 point. On the other hand, NM→KL stream that green
line approaches 0.4 point at some parts such as first and second highest parts. It
means that correlate coefficient is high and local error is also high in the parts.
The tongue shape of non-native speaker A is differ hard from native speaker’s
one in these parts. The difference makes non-native speaker to speak incorrect
pronunciations. Therefore, NM→KL stream meets more necessary condition of
ideal normalization than DL→KL stream.
There are six ultrasound tongue images that were used for comparison of participants in Fig.6. These trackback images show that tongue shapes at first and
second highest part of green line through NM→KL stream. From this figure, it is
possible to notice that tongue shapes for pronunciation are completely different
in circles. This difference links non-native speaker’s speaking errors. Therefore,
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the above justifies that NM→KL stream can find non-native speaker’s speaking
errors. However, two lines were not overlapping completely, so our normalization could not remove the whole influence of anything except tongue motion. For
these reasons, NM→KL normalization stream is reasonably possible to extract
non-native speaker’s speaking errors, but is incomplete.

4

Conclusion

In our research, we just compared tongue motions in each sentence. The resulting
granularity is too large to divert it into non-native speakers’ pronunciation practice. In addition, normalized data has a little characteristic of a tongue shape or
an environment and we were confused whether it was a speaking error or not in
some parts. It is because not only the normalization method incompletely, but
also, there are many big noises through numeralization.
We have to confirm the reproducibility of comparison in each word and
phoneme, and hope to classify participants clearly into speaking level and accent.
Therefore, participants who have variable speaking skill and accent, especially
non-native speakers who are not English or from Japanese language regions.
Finally, we need to develop an image numeralization algorithm which de-noises
ultrasound tongue images strongly from a noisy measurement and compresses
numeric data with high cumulative contribution ratio.
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Fig. 2: Constructing Midsagittal Ultrasound Tongue Image Space. Through the
process, ultrasound tongue images become 128-dimension vectors as tongue motion.
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Fig. 3: Plotted Tongue Trajectories of the Full Sentence. Tongue trajectories are
completely separated in high dimention of MUTIS.
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Fig. 4: Plotted Tongue Trajectories of Each Word.

DL → KL Stream

NM → KL Stream

Fig. 5: Plotting correlate coefficient in DTW. Horizontal and vertical axis mean
time(frame) and local distance via DTW. Blue line is comparison of non-native
speaker A and native speaker B, red one is comparion of A and native speaker
C, yellow one is correlate coefficient between red and blue line, and green one
is products of blue and yellow line. Through NM→KL Stream, green line approaches 0.4 point at some parts.
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Participant

NM → KL Stream (In Fig.5)
1st highest part
2nd highest part
(”shepherd”)
(”dark”)

A

B

C

Fig. 6: Trackback of Comparison via NM→KL Stream. At first highest part,
participants said the word ”shepherd”, At second highest part, they said the
word ”dark”. A’s tongue shape is clearly different from others. This figure shows
that we could find non-native speaker’s speaking error in red circle in Fig.5 with
comparison via NM→KL stream.
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